
Radio has been used extensively as an educational me-
dium in developing countries. It has supported educa-
tional programs in a wide range of subject areas and in
many different countries. This article explains educational
radio developments in India.

"Distance Learning" in India

The educational system in India is be-
ing reorganized to changing needs and
realities. It has undergone several as-

sessments in order to improve and to become
responsive to the challenges of moderniza-
tion and goals of national development. Edu-
cational content/curricula/teaching-learning
materials are becoming more functional and
less academic, more diversified and less uni-
versal, and more operational and less disci-
plinary.

Educational methodologies are also un-
dergoing substantial changes due to corre-
spondence education, computer -assisted in-
struction, educational technologies, micro -
teaching, distance learning, informal educa-
tion, programmed instruction, per-
sonalized instruction, radio -vision.
systems approach, ungraded
schools/units, video -education,
work -experience, instructional tele-
vision and open school education.
Radio as an electronic media has been
a part of this modern evolution in
India, and it still has a vital role in
bringing education to areas and indi-
viduals with special needs.

Though sometimes overshad-
owed by television, radio represents
a medium capable of reaching a wide
geographic audience at a low pro-
duction cost, with proven educa-
tional results. Studies by the U.K.
Open University have demonstrated
that radio has a greater value for weak
students who benefit from radio as
a supplementary learning tool. The
Agency for International Develop-
ment has shown that radio is more
cost-effective (when compared to
results) than textbooks or teacher
education.

Radio has the advantage of
teaching subjects in which classroom
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teachers are deficient or untrained. In multi-
grade classrooms it provides instruction for
one group of students while the teacher works
with another group. Radio can also bring new
or unavailable resources into the classroom.
To summarize three main advantages of radio
for education: it can improve educational qual-
ity and relevance; it can lower educational
costs; and it can improve access to educa-
tional resources, particularly for disadvan-
taged groups.

Some of the limitations of radio for edu-
cation are that interaction is limited; instruc-
tor feedback and clarification is generally un-
available; the instruction is uninterruptible
and not reviewable; the pace of the lesson is

fixed for all students; note -taking is difficult;
and time for reflection on the content is mini-
mal. To overcome these drawbacks, prepara-
tion, supporting materials, and follow-up ex-
ercises are recommended.

The popularity, availability, and low
cost of radio make it a convenient and practi-
cal medium for use in programs for learning
at a distance and is mostly used in combina-
tion with other media.

Setting the Radio Scene
The Radio Club of Bombay broadcast

the first radio program in India in June 1923.
Later, a Broadcasting Service was set up and
began broadcasting on an experimental basis

in July 1927 from Bombay and
Calcutta simultaneously. This
was done under an agreement
between the Government of In-
dia and a private company called
the Indian Broadcasting Com-
pany Ltd. In the year 1947
( when India became indepen-
dent), the All India Radio (AIR)
network had only six stations,
located at Delhi, Bombay,
Calcutta, Madras, Lucknow and
Tiruchirapalli, with a total
complement of 18 transmitters
- six on mediumwave and the re-
maining on shortwave. Radio lis-
tening on mediumwave was con-
fined to urban areas.

As against a mere 2,75,000
receiving sets at the time of In-
dependence, now there are about
III million estimated radio sets
in about 105 million households
in the country. Presently the
broadcast scenario has drasti-
cally changed with 198 broad-
casting centers, including 74 lo-
cal radio stations, covering close
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